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Why a handbook?

● Assessment reports frequently highlight an implementation gap

● The knowledge and capacity of adults to respect and promote 
children’s rights to have their views taken into account matters

● Imperative to build capcity of professionals 

● Overcome recurrent barriers: 
○ Education and training systems fragmented
○ Curricula are already overcrowded



Aim 1: Encourage professionals everywhere to 
facilitate meaningful children’s participation
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Aim 2: Shifting the paradigm from structures 
to (also) processes 

○ Dialogue and learning loops: Listen – Act – Change

○ Inclusion: of all children (including amongst others young  children, 
children with disabilities, young Roma and migrant children)

○ Impact: on personal and public decision-making

○ Children’s growing leadership 
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Understanding children’s participation 
theory and practice

● Rights Frameworks

● Importance of children’s participation

● Space, Voice, Audience, Influence

● Child–led, Collaborative,  Consultative

● Doing it well: safe, ethical, inclusive and impactful participation 

● Enabling environments
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Shifting Paradigm: from structures to (also) processes

Larkins C. (2019) Excursions as Corporate Agents: A Critical Realist Account of Children’s Agency. Childhood 26(4) 414–429. 
Larkins et al (2016) The Magic 6: Participatory action and learning experiences with Roma Youth



Supporting growing leadership

Larkins, C., Kiili, J., & Palsanen, K. (2014). A lattice of participation: reflecting on examples of children's and young people's 

collective engagement in influencing social welfare policies and practices. European Journal of Social Work, 17(5), 718-736.



Developing participatory organizations 
and environments
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Any system can be adapted or changed to create more 

respectful spaces for children to be able to express their views 

Organisations Projects Communities Families

Integrate children’s participation into 

● everyday decision-making

● the functioning and management of organisations



Some suggestions for how

1. Ownership at highest levels

2. Assessment of current situation

3. Organisational policy and procedures

4. Recruit and build staff capacity 

5. Establish safe and accessible complaints mechanisms

6. Monitor and reviewing implementation

Key 
Actors

Champions 
& Allies

Children 
=       Partners



Individual and 
collective participation
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Meet as humans

Following 
children’s 
agendas

Space - Time

Independent Support

Feedback

Follow 
Through

Extend



Children’s Individual Participation
collective participation
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“If you do not take a decision in the best interests of the 

child, then you are taking a decision against us.”



Children’s collective participation4
"When I am empowered, if there is an issue, I should 

take the lead in addressing it." 



Resources (freely downloadable)

● Legal standards

● Theory 

● Guidance on different settings or with different groups

● Activities

● Advocacy and child activism

● Participatory institutions

● Monitoring and evaluation

● Training 

● Other
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Annexes (Summaries - train and plan)6



How to read it

Dip in to the section that is most important to you as a 
professional

Realize that it all fits together – collective participation 
to improve environments can create more inclusive and 
impactful processes for individual children’s participation
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